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ANUAL F R TRAININ

I. INTRODUCTION

This manual is designed; to.
. -

program to train' supervisor
pl.- eta P ogram

It i,s a set of guides and suggestions rather than one
best way to condutt-a:training program Pass ,rapidly over
material that is familiar tO;You,-tske what. is:useful for
meeting your needs, and learn to change and adapt the
material and training" aids presented here 'to better meet
your needel

We assume that you. have the 'Manual for Supervisors
SYEP" End that you will distribute that manual or a
lar one to the supervisors whom you train. Therefore we
will refer to and not repeat material in that manUa



II. DETERMINE -!TRAINING NEEDS---- .........-__-------,---
- -

TO d sign and condUct a supervisory training program, we must
know what :competencies sdpervisors possess upon entry to the
program, what tasks we want them _perform upon completion
of training, and the tompetencie required to perform these
tasks. . ___.

The job of the supervisor described in the "Manual for. Super-
visors in SYEP" includes: orienting, assigning, directing,
training, motivating, and counseling youth; keeping the youth
informed;... wvaluating youth performance; 'serving as .41 role .

model; linking the unit's yorkwith that -of other units q 4
planning *0 'organizing the work to be-performed-; reporting
on progress; certifying youths' time and attendance, tecordri; 4

and solving work problems.
.

.

Begin your planning by developing a 'set .of task statements
which describe the jobs to be performed. A task statement
is a generalized description of the set of dated activi,t

ii
, .

s'

performed by a supervisor to. achieve 'a sPec'fic objective.
The following is an example. of the task statement-for the
task: . "Reviewing a SYEP Participant's Time Sheet".

Examines each entry on the Farticivants time
sheet ',for accuracy, giving particular attention.
to the time recorded and identification data,-
making certain that each relevant item has been
completed=. If ,inspction indicates thatttre---,-
me sheet has been completed properly,. forwards
according to inqtructinns provided by the

prime sponsor or .program .agent-0,to,insurethat
theyoufh will he-paid-the proper amount on'ti e..

thetiMe-shpet is inaccurate or incoMplete,
informs and instructs youth ',how to -correct it
inspects. it and follows' through-ai with-original
submission.,

Deterrcii.na on of taska.amd the.eompetnncies equired to,pertgrm
each task re usually based on observation of workers'. Perform-
ance, data from workers' logi and interviews with workers.
These approaches may not be feasible in the summer prograt.
Use of secondary sources may be neceasary: These include, per-
sons who have observed supervisors in past years; analysis of
the supervisbry'requirements- of planned Projects; supervisory
training literature such as "Manual,for SuOervisors in SyEP',';
expectations of those who will be *iesPonsible for supervising
the supervisors; 'and recorded problems, grievances, and other
records'from past -years.

After the' tasks t'o be perfOrmed are identified and task state-
ments written, tasks-should be categorized in terms of "im-'
pOrtant".or "less important". The competesicies needed to



in -each.es agar -should_ then'he c efarmin
those tasks `ill the !impOrtant" "OatagOry.

-The -comi3etencses required' for= each task.should be denti7
fled-in'earTs of. k iTIAment and
will :.Theae -terms are' defined-as follows

r

nowied e - what the supervisor must_ know to
per _m the talk.

Skill nature and degree of exp'ertness
the supeivisor must possess, using in-
formation, equipment, tools, and other

.

things to perform-the task.

- the nature of 'work reIationahipa
with people and the required proficieacy
in understanding, working with, and in -k

pasticularly the youth
supetvised, to'accomplish the task.

Arrgmiat the capability to -so,lve problems,
make decisions, and exercise appropriate
diicretion 'in meeting'and-dealing with
new-and-unexptcted. situations.

_

Will tfla- acceptance' of responsibility' and
the'4-determination required toperform
he task,

i

d
Knowled e skilt, ability are relatively inadependent
competencies acid Oanbe' defined so that eliey Ac not eve
lap. Judgment enr, to ,dome degree,' in every
competencysneeded'to perfdrmsa task.. Theseshould

',listed as competencies only if they are,,requiredto an
_unusual degree or-if aOme4special kind, of ind&m'ent or will
is requil.,ed.

After the competencies required for perfdrming, the 'rim-
portant!' basks are determined. they shodld be grouped for
training purposes to 'reduce redundancy. A nuaT#er'of super-
visory-tasks may requTre.the,same ability ta: giVerdirec-
_tions to several youth in a group, e.g,-,.how to fill out,
a form or .how to use a tool. Giving instructtons in one
of these- req fires the' same instructions
in the tither thus training would cover several tasks.

The competencies reqhir'ed_for_the "iMpOt;tattu- tasks are
the minimum competencies needed:. for adequate auP,ervision:_
The gap between these and the- competenciea the supervisors-
have 4aust be closed-by training,



time, nmd- other resburces. . are aVgilable or more
.you. should go through the' same pioceas for the ,"le

ant" to i.
...

-A, certain raining- need keto ledge arid, understanding of the
orksite agreement.. ,Th spoLs out the project's ob/lectives
and limits and provides the primary guidelines for the super-

. visor It is- imgortant that. ead.h" supervisor knows the terms
of the agrement and hs'or her responsibility for carrying

The following -1 .example of a task stArement . The -task de,-

scribed-,involivee s pdifying icomplei information, makng an
.

oral pfesentatiOn,. Ad, epponding to duths ' questions. Each.
petency AA, caegorfz "I" (ism ant) ox "L" fleas. im.

.,.

portant )an the same manner as- the tasks. -These categories
relate to the impoqtance in performing the

4
task. Competencies

acquired in perrorming 'this task would be transferable to
other supervisory ;asks, such as instructing SYEP enrollees.
in n,,,p'er ticular skitil .

' ,:7--------1-1- .

N

IMULaTEDEARE

Job: supervisor SYEP t

lAlkLkaa: Inform Youth-of Attendance Rules and p Ocedures

Level: Important

Task informs youth of work time-schedules, att
endance rules, place to report, procedures for signing
in, reporting latenesses and absences, and the importance
of following procedures and possible consequences pf not
following procedures: answers questions: asks youth ques-
tions to test knowledge of rules and procedures, and ce-
fers Ehem'to section of youth manual dealing with the
subject.

gkitZLLDIE:, To make certain that'Youth know and are awarg of
,the importance of folloWing attendance rules and proced
-

--

ures and to reinforce written instructions.

Required Competencies: Knowledge of attendance rules and pro,
cedures (I). Skill in reducing complex written material ,
to'a clear,, simple, oral statement (L). Ability to com-
municate information and make rules and procedures under-*
standtble and'acceptable to a group of young people in
an oral' preseneation(I), Ability to answer questions in
a manner to satisfy youth (1). Will to get youth to obey
attendance rules and procedures (T).

Training Need:'KflowLtige of rules and proeeduros (1). Skill -

practice in tl-anslating written material io simple oral
form (1..). Ability practice,in oral presentation and ans-
wering questions (I).



III. DESIGNING` TIE TRAINING PROGRAM

The estimate of the gap between competencies required and
competencies possessed (i.e. , training needs) proyides a
preliminary set of -objectives for the training 0.6gram:
These, objectives should be modified based upon the time
and training resource* available, what can be reasonably
achieved with these resources, with this grour( of super-
visors, and the importance of each.of the competencies
the supervi ory job:

The objectives of the *rdining program pre
the supervisors to want, acquire, and use
petencies:

for

to encourage
crucia 'tom-

Altraining design for supervisors should provide: 1) op-.
portunities for individuallitlarticipation; 2) practice in
the use of acquired compAenciesi and 3) positive feed-
back c(n performance. The first two tend to reduce resis-
tance to change and reinfOrce llarning as well as provide
individual activities and a chnge-of-pace essential to
keep attention from wandering., All three provide informa-
tion needed to keep the training on target.

After training ,needs are ieentified and the training .en-
tent decided updn, the next step is fo deteriline the
proper sequence for presenting the various topios. Se-
quencing involves both linking topics to produce progrea-
sive, cumulative learning, and scheduling in order of
mportance to insure that essential topics will be covered.

The limited time available for training MP supervisors
makes it essential that each program element includes more
than one competency. It is help161 if training activities
not only increase competencies but produce something of use
to the supervisor on the job. For example, 7:,ractiCe in
planning and developing'a checklist of information sources,
provides a valuable guide for the supervisor to use on the
job.

On the following page is an outline for.a.supervisory
,training program. The,suggested:Couree,. content,and 4.ime
allocations.are.provided for one day, two day, an4 three
day courses. Suggested. instructional approaches. are in-
cluded.-



Co 1_ -0o---s_

no- emu' I- T n n fent .ueN
-h

Pro - .m

Introductions objeotivek7of MTV;
motivAting to learn

25' - mostly. 45' - Half'lhcturuhalf
half discussion

-
'Same'as 2 day
broaram g

.

sYEP: rules. regulations, structure
with emphasis

- ,
worksite agreements

4.

,

.
.

26' ,Hmostly
lecturer pre-
pare, distrib-
ute & ieter to
...gg

4,
49 -,eameLas.,1 ,
day pbogrami_fadd,-
itionalAiscipssion

_ . .

:60: - same a , 2

dayprogram:
greater detail,
mere discussion

. .
expectations and nature of youth.-
community,' and work sponsbr: what
do these Mean for the-supervisor?.

.

- laundry,
list, discuss'

fl and present

30' -fsameas 1.
day.pr : more
.tiMe'fot

_ _ _

, el.

.Same as;2 ay
orchltaill,. ___
,

.

Job of SYEP supervisor: general
description of sisobitie tasks':.'

.75' - diaci-iss
e list based on
literature;
teeture & dis-.
ussion

Same ss 1 day
program,

same as l day
program

Discussion'.` f each task and its
relation to the'requirements of
workaite agreements ,

XXXXXXXX
.

75' -, lecture,
discussion. -group

--analysis, examples
and _ease-

.

90' - same as ,1
day progr-OM4- group
fdevelopg a plan &'
schedufe

.

same as 2 day
program

.

LBO' - same as
2:-day -program ;_
indsvidual dem-
onstration of
Selected elem-
tints

Preparing to perform supervisory
role: use elements in Worksite
agreements, including weekly
wOrk plan

' - buzz
groups:, dis-. '

cussion of '

group report
integration by
instructor .

,

Job Instruction Training JIT)
. .

. _

60 - lecture,- .
demonstration by
the instructor,
& diseussion

'120 - same as 1
day program: re-eh
participant pre-
pares JT14 plan &
4emonstrates with
neighbOr: furttler

._.t

1

180f$ - same as
-2 day rogram;
individuals-dem-
onstrate with
instructor as
youth; use -

-1_

Case studies - general, related to
typical superVisory situations in-
volviscrtwo or more aspects of
supervision:. spontaneous role plays
co n- out of discuss on cases,

90' - group
discussion and
analysis; inst-
ructor comment

120'.- same. as 1

day program:. more
discussion &more
theory; reverse` ":

techn'iu

36(3-- same as
.2 day program;
3trurturcd role ,

play', games 5
u. , (1

. ,

wrap up, integration with manual,
etc.

30'.- lecture
.-s'.1

Same as day
4 : % .;

Same as 1 day
m

Evaluation of each element for
feedback & reinforcement

s

15' -' chart &
-.describe: 3-
point evalua-
tion: highly
satisfactory,
satisfactory.
unsa or

30' - sa a as 1
day prod dis-
cussion o each
element

-Same as 2, dav,,

program

"a



REPARING TO TZACH

Plans are essential toolafar.preparing and conducting:a
training session;:they force theA trainer,to think through
how to ichieve. the sestiOni's objectives.

A well-des gned TePson plan,

Have reali stic/ b' ctives

Have giguign s to motivate supervisors
to acquire'' the desired competencies.'

Insure that .each sub-division will be
productive and supportive of the othgr
sub-divisions t

IncJude opportunities for supervisors
try out new, approaches and .demon' -

rate anCtest their competencies

Insures th t au ervisors l'eave thg,work-
shoy with ete, usefulinaterials

Include 'f edb ck
the compete\gnc
tasks.

to test supervisors for
to -Perform the crucial

Gil the next page illustrative lesson plan, pcobaly
more complete than an of yours need be., Following the
lesson plan is a sampi- of -Job Instruction Training



LESSON PLAN: !',JOS INSTNUCTION TRAINING" (JIT) IN CHECKINGYOUTHS' TIrE SHEETS

SackgroNnd: Most SYEP superviaors are newly-appointed withclimited supervisory experience in super-
viming youth'of the SYEP age-group and background._ They have no known competencies in the areas
covered by this'ses ion.

- .

-Seseiori_Objectivec Tg.insureethst.supervisors know bow to fill out .youths' time sheets and are
able to Use Jr7 to instruct youth by acquiring the following competencies:

a, -Knowledge

1).purpose of time sheet., the importance'Of submitting error -free MB, -the proper forM,
to use, the meaning of each item on the;form, and the appropriate eeeponse to each item;

2) the elements of JIT And why each element is included,

b. Skill

1) to out a time sheet and check time sheets

-2) to break down the 'task in discrete activities, prepare a plan
materials, and arrange for an appropriate place for instruction

o instruct, get needed

Ability

I) to convey importance of filling out form properly, instruct youth how to fill out form,
and show youth where they were right or wrong in a manner to reinforce learning;

2) to demons?ra e.and instruct using JIB.

Judgment and Will No special requirements.

,Content _ formation.tor filling out a time sheet and instructional material
. The most d

irable procedure is to:

8. teach the super-' how to fill out the time sheet using ..21T,

b. have-some of them demonstrate the use of JIT by instructing others how -to fill out time sheet;

c. discuss the technique and its application to other tdiaks.

4. Subdivisions and Training Ap roache-

a. Review importance of on-th ob training; lecture .

b Explain JIT;,lecture

Value of each JIT element; discussion

d. ,JIT using "filling out a time sheet" as he content; d nstra 'on

e. SuperVisors audit each other's time sheets;

f. Several supervisor

Generalize JIT to instruct in

Supervisors prepare a plan for ins ucting'in another a

Critique of plans an&redesdesigns

Some supervisors demonstrate by using hei plans; particie o and_prac '-e

k. Identify problem areas to tie up lase ends discussion and _

5, Training Aide; Sample time sheets.and instructions
for instruction in filling out a time sheet.

6. Can follow order in "4" above.

inforcemen

filling them out, and JfT forms completed'

7. Time: Using the full set- of elements would require about four hours. If less time available,
.-
eliminate "h" "i" "j", If less,than one hour is 'available, it may be necessary to eliminate JITentirely and simply discuss training approaches and use spontaneous role play for participation.,

8. Evaluation: Check ability of supervisors to use'JIT. Ask supervisors and their .superiors some timeafter training about'the degree to which JIT was used;,Check on degree of learning by youth.
1



JW(NSTRUCTION TRAINING JIT): PILLING_OUTWEEKLYITIAE SHEET
Note : use your own prOgramrs time Sheet and adapt this material

WHAT YOU DO'

1. Stand up in frOnt of group,
And hold up pad of time
sheets.

. Before you get
'yOu how to fill
because. unless

Some of you who
when thete sheetu ati

re
wHAT'm SAY

edloniyOur ft day's woriC.'i want :to show. ,

sheets.,This-is important
ed.Out correctlY, you won't get paid!
summer programs know,wbat happens

ne night'. It'S not heed -,t0 fill
tf you learn the correct !way. I'm going to Show you' how to
it out one step at a time.' If you have any questions while 1\ra
doing this, go ahead and ask them.

2. Tear, off one' sheet' each
youth and pass thim ,out.

2. Here is a sheet for each one of -you that you can use
on, If you need more, I have Plenty here.

Held_ up a 14 Time she must be filled out nink. Pencilno

4. Point to box labeled '_'Meek- 4.-Where it says "Weekly Time Report "" you will place an."
ly Time Report " .and to box box labeled "Part Time". Oil it the same way each week.
labeled "Part Time ",

,S. Point o box labeled "T.D.
No."

6. Point to "Name" box.

n the

5 Where it says "I.D. No." write p the identification number Tou
cation card,were given and which is Prtnteg on your Aden

In the box lahele

and last name. n6
"Name", print your first name middle ini
*.the same way each week. Po' change it

. 7. Point to box,labeled "Title". 7. Pr'int your job title in this spec
If your title changes. put in you

8. Point to box-'tebelled "Week
beginning Monday".

9. Point to the section labeled
"To Be Complieted By Employee"

and qe various Columns as
they are diScussed.

10..-Point to column labeled t

"Remarkk".

11. Point to column labeled
To Be Completed y

Supervisor".

02. Point lo boxes labeled
"Employee's Signature"
and "Date".

13. Point to boxes labeled
"Approved" and "Date",

14. Answer questions.

15. pive.pensto those wi

16. Observe youth .

17. XXXXXXXXXX

way each week.

8.14rite in the correct date the if.

in this box. Use numbers or the o
July (seventh month), tenth day

ay'beginning y
th. dey and isear:',7
9R0 (year). Do t

week

0 i?

ry "Oo,44y.

9. Each day when you come to work wou will enter the exact ime
you arrive in the column labeled "Morning In". i!;lheo you hreak

for tunch, enter the time in the column labeled "eorning'Our.
Whenyou returp from lunch enter the time in the column labeled
"Afternoon In", When you leave for the day enter the timeit

':

the column labeled "Afternoon Out", and put your initials ir'
the box labeled Plnitials of Employee". In no'case ari-you'per.
mitted to sign in and oUt at the same time.

10. If you are late or absent p rint the reason why on the line of
the day it-hAppened. You will he given copies of the policy on
lateness and absence.

d
11. 1 will put the daily total of your hours in this At-the

end of the week I will add them up and put the total in this
hox. You are not to do this. I will. Is that a

12. At the end of each week jou will check the total number-of hours
and if we agree'it is correct, you sign it where it says "Emplv-
ee's Signature" and fill in the date, in /lumbers, when y6u sign.

13.-1 will sign and date your time sheet in these boxes. Make sure
you see me do it.

14. Are there any questions?

15, Does everyone have a. pen? If no
I can lend ypu one.

16, Now fill out the time'sheet for this week,

17, Exchange time sheets with your neighbor.

111tepose flip chart wi,th time 18. Each time sheet should look like this. Put an "I" where you
sheet correctly filled out ' think there's an error.

19.- Answer QueStions and resolve
.-. differences

20. When all differences are
resolved and questions

19. Discusi the mistakes witheyour neighbor whose time sheet it is.
If you disagree, tell me, and I will resolve it.

20. 1 think we all know how to fill out time sheets now, and there
should be no reason for not nettind paid on time



A spin-off from the lesson plan is the program outline to
given to the superviSors. is useful for. alleviating
their uncertainty' session,and providing them with
an aid to their memory-7- Thv following is an outline for a
one-dwy -supervisory workshop.

9:3U am

10

10:4

.1k+

3 3,,

I -).uu pm

10

OUTLINE FOR A ONE-DAY WORKSHOP FOR
TRAINING SUPERVISORS IN SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT FROG

Overview

a. Introduction and objectives; schedule for the day
SYKP what, why, h9- rules
Relationships kaiong different sponsor levels

d- Workatte sponsor characteristIcs and Iv

e. WorWalte agreement role and content

t. Youth charastertajtcs ar4.1 ubjevtivea

g, Lommuntty =Iiiews.' expectations. tmportan.=c

h Your opportunity an a super-visor

Break

.]rrb of fhe SYEP 31.1Pcrvt Ruse aue

Lluks.inK biett.tves slid y.-

Implemau
act ivi

ChV Wor sttc agrvemcnt put
time and attendance ietu,tds, mon LOr in

Wkkikkk, Akhk-J"Lib, 4. ainkklhb,

communicating. disciplining, evaluating havior and

work pertorMari,,e, providing ,k trarnl1g

prohlPm solving

Admiatat,ittia

controfanild a

via- Yout: lent .LI. Ah k

work rea,olvtt16 geiC.Og pet d coun.eling,

providing support Neivi,eB ( an aj role model

..F...

a work ah,ot (how)

,LkkkiLCS



V. TRAINING,TECHNIRUES

There are many training methods and techniques. Each has
advantages and disadvantages,. It is important to be famil-
iar, with these so that you can choose the most efficient
and effective means for achieving your objectives. Some
variables are:

the time avialabl for training

- the numbers of trainees

- training resources available

characteristics of group to be trained,
including their competencies

the organizations 'in which trainees wil
perform

- the nature and the level of the comp
tencies to be acquired

the degree o expected change in Era
competence, e_, training objective

- how traine
cies;

LhG are
ing techniques;

use their new competen-

6 ,-ommou tea 1.,

1, Lecture is au oral afiou
It is the roost economical means for tr usmittingtransmitting informa-

on_ When the material is carefully urgani ed and well
presented, the lecture can lead to rapid learniug IL h,a
little value in effecting ,hanger in atfitudc6 or E,ha,tor
The passivity of the audience leads to a dropping off of
attention if the lecture goes on too long. The eileciiv,
ness of a lecture ca be increased by disf,ibutiug the
"Manual f.,L- Supervisors in SYEP" i.i aJvatle and pr,viai,,
opportuul for group dlscu i..ii and a 4,,c,--4t4on and

answer pet od

N 1 a I I i,,rt i i k

ICa-L" (..,t CO exceed i 5 -i_ufes) ase fo OJ Lii

El SUbje,t or exercise; 6u,iimarizillg what took i..la .e lu a

case discussion exercise or simulai ion; presenting some
special aspect or elaboration oo f a snbject; and pr-vidio,
a breather in a s e t of exercises it 1 5 necesliary to ube
the mini lector extensively in a ,,ne day supervisory
program for new SYEP supervisors in order to get across
all the material. A mini-lecture followed by a short
question and answer period is a useful format_

IL



3% Discussion is a form of conference in which the
instructor acts as a conference leader and participants
contribute and exchange information and ideas. The instruc-.
tor may make a short (mini) lecture to start things, off or
to summarize what happened at the conolusion of the session.
During the rest of the session the instructor plays a passive
role or asks questions to stimulate discussion but does not
usually provide answers. Discussion is a good technique for
bringing'out questions, fears, and/differences, Participants
are active' in the learning process and discussion can lead to
changes in attitude (will) and to.' increases in knowledge and
ability. This method is less useful with large groups,

4., Buzz Croups are 0 variation of the discussion
technique which attempts to overcome the problems presented`
by large numbers. Each individual is assigned to a sub-group
of four to six people, Eac,li sub-group is given the same

ustion to discuss and to report itsproblem, issue, or
conclusions back in five teA minutes, Croups orga
themselves. This method is u 1 if it is desirable to get
everyone involved. There is meth less instructor input than
in discussion.

Demonstration is a live illtisttation ut the use of
.s,,,,, .

-.

a skill or ability. ilts eftectivene0s- depends upon the abil-
ity of the instructpl- to get the trainees to mentally

.g,

through the sequence of activities being demonstrated, The
challenge is to gui,de trainees step-by-step in the Iil

ance of. the tasks.' This technique can be highly satisfactory
for introducing trainees t. a new competency, to a new use of
a competency they ,possess, and tot improving an exAstiug c in

petency. Demons_ at ions are most effective where groups are
small and trainees are given. time to practice and demonstrate
their competence.

O. J Lustt,truu itainiu, 1 1 1 1J

le,tute and demonstration with participant explanai ion and
demonstration and instructor feedback,

Ovtluad qut.tins and
mine trainee knowledge and views and to motivate trei.

participation The "overhead" question is directed at the

entit group 10 provide the basis for discussion or to
erate ssible solutions to a problem The "laundry list"
is a variation of the "overhead" question where responses a.
in single words or short phrases which will be aiscussed in
more detail. Trainees' responses are listed ran a blackboard
or flip chart so that they can be referred to during the
discussion, The problem census, a catalogue of concerns drawn
from the trainees, is one type of laundry list Once the list
has reached a reasonable size and few additional new ideas
are expressed, the trainer asks the group which are the most
important_ Discussion focuses on the problem deemed most im

kop
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_1!ortant, using overhead
ortant?" "What are the
nd "How can success be measured?"

possible ways of dealing with it?"
questions such as "Why is this im

8. Case Study presents participants with a reas-on-
ably complex problem, situation, or issue for analysis and
solution. It is a method used for practice in a number of
competencies and judgment and problem-solying skills. It

provides practice in analysis and presenting a point of
'view. The case is usually a simplification of a real situa-
tion focusing on selected elements. Case studies are best
when they relate to situations supervisors recognize as
real. The following page contains, three examples of case
studies; the first example is given in some detail while
the other two describe situations which may lend themselves
to the case study technique,

9. Role Flay is a training experience in which
participants act out relationships and test their abilities
in a problem situation. Role play types vary from ones
using formal scripts which define the situations and'Ahe
roles to. be played, to spontane-ous acts to test a proposed
solution to a problem or to illustrate a point being made
in a discussion. Role play its a valuable technique for
helping supervisors increase their abilities in relations
with other people. The technique is extremely useful for
getting away, from generalized talk arid returning to concrete
reality. Role plays should' he kept short so that the en-
re case can be reviewed. They have little value if there
poor feedback. A useful variation is rev,rse role play

where half the participants play role A and half role h.
At an appropriate point the instructor asks the playera Lo
discuss what happened. After a brief cuss on they re-
verse rules and compare impressions_ On the page
is an illustration of a role play script

10 pi uv i.1 cm pa, 11...lidtint

modity their behavior patterns Oth t pa

trainers mu observers ea" all cuntf tbute Lo
learning. It is an impurtakit technique toi
learning as well as identifyii.g areas tt2quite
tional w,rk He. as with po,111ve 1,

nt tcs to i.e effective neAdLlv.

_,nt
pet son
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CASE STUDY EXAMPLES

Mr. Brown, a bureau4supervisor in the Tax Department, found
his secretary, Miss Green, when he came in. After Miss

-en calmed down, she said that she did not want to continue
_ work in the same office with 13-year old David Jones, a SYEP

worker. Miss Green Said that David .kept brushing up against her
and that he had just made an overt advance which she had repulsed.
Brown at once called David into hisoo, fice, berated him for his

fbehavior and told him that the Mr!, t-fice would be notified to
f4.re him. David denied the accusation vehemently and both became
angrier and louder. Brown ordered David to leave the premises..
David refused, saying that he had been assigned by SYEP and not
by Brown. Brown,finelly called the security guard who escorted
David from the building without further resistance.

questions for Instructor to

What alternatives did Brown have to informing David
that he was fired and ordering him from the premises?
Discuss each response,

Did Brown have any alternative to calling in securi
after David refused to leave?

y

What would you have done differently it you were Brown?
Why? (List points on a chart)

At a worksite, a group wt yOwEha were seen sitting no the round
in a4tplayground, talking and horsing around, while thLr super-
visor was carefully painting A bench in the background.

. A yvnng woman aaaigued to _ clean -up crew announced LO her
visor that she was go to be a legal secretary and she did not
intend to pick up e.

ROLE PLAY SITUAT ON: frai-Don

A group of seven SYLP workers have been working for tone weeks ie, a

housing project, While the youth work at diverse, jobs i

locations and with tiifterent regular employees, a crew 'h ef, IIike

Smith, a 2l-year old college junior, has been assigned to the work-
site fur overall supervision There have been a few complaints from
start about dome youths' behavior and a iew Flom youths about not
being given any Leal work, but nothing very serious.

L +,.. Lhc 4 Lhetc, wei. . ra-h .t petty thievIfy 1 the
office and the 4,aintendnce c.ew'd locke area No evidenc,_ points

to any particular culprit. however, several regular employees inform
Mike that they don't trust the SYEP youths and won work with them
any longer.

,14115 youths LJ6cik diel,a3 tree them.

Loli!JA.i; the instruLtor selects one person to levee as Mike with
the rest of the participants serving as youth in the
work crew.

After a few minutes, solicit comments and switch roles
if desirable.



VI. TRAINING AIDS

It is desirable to prepay materials in advance to pro-
vide needed information. This permits more careful con-
tent' selection and peepa-ation, Prepared materials help
you to time your presentrtion more accurately'and keep
up a sharper pace. Belo are some sugg shed aids.

1. The "Manual nor Supervisors in SYEP" should be
used as a training aid nd not as a training program. If

distributald,in adva!nce and brought to the training session,
reference can be made to specific sections during the
session.- The participants should be encouraged to add
comments to the peint d material to make it more useful,

2. The simple -t training aid is a chart. A pre-
pared chart take$ th= place of material the instructor
might, under otter circumstances, write on a blackboard.
Its use tends to increase the discussion level and pace.
It is not necessary to have charts prepared professionally.
They are usually more effective when homemade, hand let-
tered, on newsvrint. The following is an example of a
prepared chart for use in a lecture on orienting youth.

_AMYL/ CHART. U-

_ ti c4(.11 .Lhci

ticMC"La_

/ ),L al,1

o. I

.5



3. Cape studies should be
the kinds of problems and situatio
can be expected to face. A case s

complex to stimulate learning and
supervisory training program it is

and simple and to use them to focu
think through and plan approprip
Lions" situations. Use real exper
as the source, simplifying them to
want to take place.

4. Use copies of actual fo
descriptions of the processes whic
These make the best training aids
use.

prepared in advanc
ns that the supery
turfy need not be 1
discussioA. In a
best to keep-case
s onmproving ski
to action in,"huma
fences for case st
focus on the Lear

e to fit
isors
ong pr
short
s- short
11 to

n xela-
udies
ning you

rms, sheets, and
h will be used on the job,
for instructing in their

5, Blackboards and flip charts are used to prepare
visuals during the course of traintng. The advantage of the
flip chart (newsprint or other large paper tablet) is that

the individual pages-can be hung, using masking tape, around
the room for later reference.

4. It ether equipment is available such as rape,

recordersAnd slide projectors, home-made training Aids au
be prepared. Tapes of case studies and a set of slides 1-

lustrating correctly and incorrectly completed forms for in-
struction and discussion can be prepared. Most commercial
supervisory training films are not appropriate forSYEP
supervi4ors. However, there are a few films which might be
utilied. "Do,n't Just Sit There" is a iilm produced by the
Manpower Education Institute which stresses the importance

of good supervision, "Somewhere To Go" is a film produced
by the Med,ia ResourcelCenter,,of the Employment and Training

A intotrati n whlth outlines key elements of successful

p °grams, including the importance of supeivi ion,
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VII. EVALUATION

Evaluation provides information .to change a training pro-
gram or session in progress and to redesign a trail-ling
program for the nett group of trainees, The attitudes and
perfOrmanc4 of the trainees during the training ,session
provide information about the need for change.

Unfortunately,- chajlge is not easy. The mini-lecture is
a useful,technique-for stopping inappropriate discussion
and ta get_going_in the right direction. It is desirable
to keep, some material and exercises, e.g., cases and role
plays, in reserve to facilitate rapid change.

Sources of information for redesigning a program include:

- the views, knowledge, etc. of the
)participants at the conclusion of the
training

- their views, knowledge, etc., so
time after they are on the job

- the opinions of obseivers of she
performance and behavior exhibited
by the trainees on thejob,

On the following page are some qucstiou3 whi,.i,
asked to gathet this information,



SAMPLEESTIONS FOR EVALUATING THE T INING

rviso:: at End of Trainin Course

.
How much did you getlfrom the training? (set up an eight point

scale ranging from "nothing" to "very much".)

2. Did you feel free to participate and ask questions? up an

eight point scale ranging from "no" to "very much".)

3. Circle the words that best describe how you experienced the..
training: stimulating, boring, practical, impractical, reward n

a waste of time, other (specify)

4. What were the most helpful things for you in this training?

5 What were the least helpful things for you in this tr

What didn't you get from the that yuu want'

uestions tot Supervisors atter ug on thc

1. How useful was the training program in prepat for thc job

(set up an eight piaint scale ranging from "not at all" to "very

turned out to be the most useful elements in the ttainille

turned. tO.be t ie ICEIL

L 51.10" h,,

©Chet recumnendations

Ana tot tJbaetveta ot

I. ,,hat Lc vlsots
After t1.ey were on the job for a whilt_?

elements in the Liainili

improvIng the training.

whdL SLipCiVio,Jia ,41, Lt

Atter tey were on 4 job for a Whil,?

Wh4l LiaA 11/6 d

the ;citb from the
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